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Hi,
We hope you are well. We are most pleased to share some good news that may
brighten your day in this challenging Covid era.
As you know, there is a vibrant global movement that is growing larger and more
powerful every minute of every day. You don’t hear about it on the 24-hour news, but
it’s out there. This interreligious endeavor is led by Dr. Hak Ja Han Moon, cofounder of UPF, who since her war-torn childhood in North Korea has yearned to
realize God’s vision for peace on Earth.
In her long-awaited memoir Mother of Peace, she opens a window into her life for
the first time with the hope that it inspires you to share in her mission, devotion, and
passion for creating global peace.

In addition to learning her incredible (and sometimes harrowing) life story, the
lessons you’ll derive from reading Mother of Peace will help you transform how you
approach your own mission, as you’re guided to challenge yourself to grow as a
conscientious person
•

Connect with a higher purpose and allow it to guide you

•

Open to the power of affirmative thought

•

Elevate your ability to co-create more positive outcomes for yourself, your
loved ones, and all of humankind

Most importantly, you’ll understand that you have the infinite power to join Mother
Moon and create the One Family Under God you have heard her speak of so often in
UPF programs.
My wife Reiko and I have read this beautiful memoir and have been deeply touched
by Mother Moon's heart to bring all people together as one family. We are confident
that you will be deeply inspired by this wonderful testimony.
To get you started, we would like to offer you a FREE CHAPTER so you can begin
reading right now. We simply want to live the same mission, passion, devotion, and
dream as Mother Moon. As she states on the cover of the book, “For the first time, I
am opening up a window into my life. I do so with the hope that the story of this life,
lived in accordance with God’s love, will inspire in others the same mission, passion,
devotion, and dream.”
If this message resonates with you, just click here to access a sample chapter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Michael W. Jenkins
Chairman, UPF USA

Get you FREE chapter now
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